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amelica
thediario
1492 1493 abstracted by fray bartolome
Bartolom6 de las casas transcribed and translated into english with notes and a concordance
of the spanish by oliver dunn and james E kelley jr norman
university of oklahoma press 1989 xiv 491 pp
ap bibliography
concordance index 5950
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2495
5950 paperback 2495
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deino C west and
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pp bibliography index 4995
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274pp
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brigham mYoung
reviewed bydelamarjensen professor emeritus of history brighamyoung
Brigha
university and chairman of the BYU columbus quincentennial committee

much has been written about columbus during this
quincentennial year perhaps too much nevertheless many
questions about the man and his impact on world history
remain unanswered indeed some of them still remain unasked
A good deal of the writing has been polemical at best and at worst
outright nonsensical just as happened one hundred years ago
during the quadricentennial many people took advantage of
Colum
columbuss
buss name and notoriety to get into print knowing that
no matter what they wrote on the subject whether it had any
scholarly merit or not or did or did not adhere to the facts it
would likely be published some of the columbian literature of
1992 carries the additional burden of being motivated by
political agendas of various kinds
nevertheless the five hundredth anniversary has also
stimulated a number of commendable projects which just as
happened in 1892 have produced some valuable works both
documentary and interpretative two of the more significant
publications of a century ago were the fourteen volume collection of columbian writings and related documents known as
raccosta
Rac
the raccolta
colta I and the other was a remarkably perceptive and
by justin winsor 21 comparable
balanced interpretative history byjustin
to these monumental works are the current publications in
3
progress called the nuova
raccosta
and the
Rac
Colombiana
colta
raccolta
luova
Columbi anum 1
repertorium columbianum
less ambitious yet perhaps having a much wider impact are
new editions in english of two of Colum
columbuss
buss most important
1
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journal as it is frequently called
shipboard Diario or orjournal
writings his shipborddiano
shipboarddiario
of the first voyage to america and his lesser known but equally
significant book of prophecies composed in 1501 1502
the dunn and kelley edition of the diario is the most
complete transcription and accurate scholarly edition of the las
casas manuscript version of columbuss
Colum buss diary our principal
source of information about that unique voyage of discovery
burnal of his first voyage which was not
columbus kept a daily jjournal
just a position log with navigational data and related information
but was also an account of what he found after he reached land
and of many of his personal opinions and feelings upon returning
to spain he presented the diary to the monarchs they had a copy
of the original made for columbus and gave it to him prior to his
departure on the second voyage unfortunately both the original
and the copy eventually disappeared not unusual for documents
written five hundred years ago but before they did father
bartolom6
bartoloma6 de las casas the colonist turned historian and widely
bartolome
Bartolom
columbuss
known defender of the indians made an abstract of Colum
buss
copy in the 1550s
1530s this abstract is partly a summary of what
columbus wrote and partly direct quotations from the admiral
of seventy six large
himself ibe
the las casas manuscript a document ofseventy
folios all hand
handwritten
written by las casas also disappeared for over 250
by martin Fe mandez de
years but was found again in the 1790s
1790sby
navarrete the spanish naval officer and historian it is now
biblioteca nacional in madrid
preserved in the bibliotheca
the present transcription by oliver dunn professor
keiley jr a computer
kelley
and james E kelleyjr
emeritus at purdue university andjames
time student of medieval
longtime
and management consultant and long
cartography and navigation painstakingly follows the basic
structure of the las casas original for those interested in the
exact words of the spanish manuscript including crossed out
words corrections abbreviations and marginal notations this
edition is a treasure folio numbers of the original manuscript
have been retained in the transcription with recto and verso
designations added for clarity in addition each line has been
assigned a number corresponding to its position in the manuscript so it can be easily identified dunn and kelley have
meticulously adhered to the form and spelling of the original
while at the same time clarifying las casass handwriting
capitalization and punctuation for example the ambiguous
interchange of the letters ij andy
andt in both lower and uppercase
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is clarified according to modern
modem usage almjrante
almarante or almy
for
forinstance
iudio as
rante vor
instance is transcribed almirante admiral audio
judio jew and mui as muy very
audio

likewise dunn and kelley have rendered the text less
ambiguous by separating or combining according to normal
spanish usage words that las casas compressed or disconnected line 16 of manuscript folio 51r
31r for example was
written de to dalatormita
dalatormeta dl mudo
mrdo
ardo which is almost illegible
until it is regrouped to give the clearer de toda la tormeta
normita dl
tormita
mso of all the storms in the world the reader soon
recognizes also that las casas placed bars or tildes over vowels
preceding an omitted n and compressed short single words by
omitting intermediate vowels altogether thus the complete
rendering of the above phrase in modern spanish is de toda la
tormenta del mundo
las casas frequently inserted text between the lines or in
the case of more lengthy insertions in the margin of the manuscript the transcribers have followed the original as closely as
possible by printing interlinear text exactly where las casas
wrote it and marginal insertions opposite the line of text to
which they apply even blank spaces in the manuscript are
reproduced in the transcription with the length of the blank
indicating the extent of the omissions cross outs misspellings
and factual errors in the manuscript are allowed to stand except
for significant errors which are cited in the footnotes these
also contain explanations and clarifications of the text other
features that make this book so useful are a carefully selected
words appearbibliography a seventy three page concordance of ofwords
ing in the document as well as a clear and comprehensive index
in summary this is the most successful attempt to provide
an accurate and readable transcription of the original las casas
manuscript it is much more reliable and useful than the previous transcriptions of Fe
femdndez
femandez
ferandez de navarrete 18255 the
mandez
raccosta
Rac
colta 1892 guillen tato 19436 carlos sanz 1962 7
raccolta
which includes a manuscript facsimile joaquin arce and gil
esteve 197
manuelalvars
aivars two volume edition of 19769 and
alvars
19718
11 manuel
the recent text of consuelo varela prepared in 1982 for the
quincentennial and reissued in 1989 1011
yet dunn and kelley do not stop here for the benefit of
english readers they have provided an up to date literal yet
smooth flowing translation into modem english the grammatical
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structure of the translation parallels that of the spanish transcription capitalization and punctuation follow modern practice making the text easy to read and understand in most ways
it is superior to the earlier translations of samuel kettell 1827 11
sir clements markham 1893 1211 and cecil jane 1930 13 the
latter based on thejraccolta
the raccolta
raccosta
Raccolta transcription was revised in 1960
by L A vigneras 1411 samuel eliot Mori
sons translation is lucid
morisons
and colloquial as is his writing but it lacks the scholarly apparatus of the present volume and has no spanish transcription 15
two more recent translations one by robert H fuson and the
other by john cummins 16 attempt to make the jjburnal
ournal more
spontaneous by putting it entirely into first person as though it
were columbuss
Colum buss original this gives the text readability and
interest but at the expense of authenticity by all odds the dunn
and kelley transcriptiontranslation
transcription translation is the most accurate edition of las casass manuscript and probably the closest thing
we will ever get to a definitive text
how accurate is the las casas transcript as a source document that is hard to say unless the columbus original should
somehow turn up not impossible but highly unlikely we have
nothing better we do not know how faithfully las casas adColumbuss words and meaning the admiral had
hered to columbuss
twenty five years when las casas took up
been dead for over twentyfive
the project although they had known each other las casas
Colum buss papers made available by
had access to many of columbuss
lat
batters
the latters
ters son fernando and had no apparent reason to falsify
the record knowingly las casas had close friendly relations
with the columbus family his father and three uncles accompanied the admiral on his second voyage and in 1506 las casas
Colum buss brother bartolome
went to rome with columbuss
Bartolom6 to remind
the pope of the opportunities afforded by columbuss
Colum buss discoveries to spread the christian faith A year later he accompanied
hispaniola
Colum
spaniola where he was awarded a
columbuss
buss son diego to Hi
tract of land he most likely copied the admirals words from
the diary as accurately as he could and believed he was making
a correct summary of those parts he abstracted
however las casas was not a seaman and was not acquainted
quain ted with the language and lore of the sea clearly he did not
fully understand everything he wrote it is obvious from the many
words deleted changed inserted and altered that he made
errors he seems to have had particular trouble with aleguas
leguas and
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millas leagues and miles whether these were jumbled in the
original document or confused by las casas we have no way of
knowing there are many passages in the account that are open
to question or at least to variant interpretations the polemics
have sometimes become heated as the diario has become
invested with all the emotions and passions that columbus and
his discoveries have evoked notes one recent critic 17 yet
there is insufficient evidence to argue that what las casa wrote
was not essentially though perhaps somewhat shortened what
columbus himself recorded in his shipboard diary
Colum buss libro de lasprofecias
las profecias
columbuss
ecial is an entirely different
kind of document composed
Compo
composedin
in 1501 and 1502 in seville during
sedin
the interim between his third and fourth voyages it is the
admirals religious testament written for the king and queen
and intended to convince them ofthe importance of his voyages
in the fulfillment of biblical prophecy and to motivate them to
do more in promoting and expanding the christian faith in a
sense the document is a sermon writes delno west in his
excellent introduction and its author is the preacher and
messenger of great events for the worldto
world to be accomplished by
those who have so much faith as a grain of mustard seed and
who may like columbus himself be certain that there will be
success because god makes himself responsible for the
fulfillment of the prophecies he has disclosed in the bible 18
after 490 years the west and kling edition is the first
english translation of this important work the libro has been
known all of that time but rarely mentioned except in derision
and never read nor analyzed as a document revealing the
religious and spiritual sophistication of its author columbus
began the compilation of the book of prophecies which he
intended to use later to compose a long apocalyptic poem at
the monastery of las cuevas in seville his stated purpose was
to remind ferdinand and isabel of the fulfillment of biblical
prophecies concerning the great events of the world past
present and future it was also to reveal his own role as christ
bearer the missionary discoverer divinely called to announce
a new era of enlargement and renewal for christendom 19
he compiled the work with the help of his friend father
gaspar gorricho
gorricio although three or four hands are recognizable
Gorricio
in the manuscript which has led some to dispute the books
authorship there can be little doubt that the entire project was
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conceived and carried out by columbus himself and that it
reflects his views dating back at least to 1481 furthermore
gorricho
Gorri cio testified that the compilation was primarily
father gorricio
Colum
columbuss
buss work in september 1501 the admiral sent the
manuscript to the carthusian monk asking him to read it and
make any additions or corrections he thought necessary on
gorricio
march 23
1502 father gorricho
Gorri cio replied to columbus as follows
251502
231502
my most noble and distinguished lord in my other letter
1I reported to your lordship 1I having received your letter and
book of prophecies and opinions and authorities relating to the
jerusalem and the peoples ofthe islands and
matterofmt
matter ofmt zion andandjerusalem
all nations As 1I am ab
inadequate intelligence sinceyou
you
able
abie
lewith
with my myinadequate
since
sinc eyou
I1 have
command 1I have worked at it as best 1I was able
interposed and added a few remaining items as one who reaches
for the leftovers on the branches of the olives
thus with
your original material as well as the crumbs I1 am very content
and in this way I1 have been introduced to a subject very remote
from my own studies my lord the little that I1 have added and
intermixed your lordship will find in my handwriting I1 send the
whole work back again for correction byyoure
by your spirit and prudent
byyour
illegible I1 have not attempted to reorganize the opinions or
the subjects far less the illegible historical material but I1 have
inserted some rules and opinions of the doctors on the subject 20

the libro

lasprofecias
de las prore
cias begins with an introduction
profecias
profe

explaining the fourfold scholastic method of interpreting holy
scripture the literal teaching tells facts the allegory tells what
you should believe the moral interpretation tells how you should
act the analogy tells where you are going 1I21I the application of
this method by several authorities is given followed by an important prefatory letter from columbus to the king and queen
stating his proposal for the restoration of the house of god to
the holy church militant and urging the monarchs to recognize and fulfill their destined role in the unfolding of gods plan
columbuss
buss spirithe letter contains clear illustrations of Colum
tual dimension not the ranting of a demented mind as some
would have us believe with a hand that could be felt he
wrote the lord opened my mind to the fact that it would be
possible to sail from here to the indies and he opened my will
to desire to accomplish the project this was the fire that
burned within me when I1 came to visit your highnesses
firewas not merely mine but also of
who can doubt that this fireway
firewas
the holy spirit who encouraged me with a radiance of marvelous
urging me to
illumination from his sacred holy scriptures
1
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press forward
forward2222 further on he declared 1 I believe that the
holy spirit works among christians jews and moslems and
among all men of every faith not merely among the learned but
also among the uneducated
the working out of all things
is left to the freedom of each individual by the lord even
1123
23
though he gives directions to many 3123
he concludes his letter
with these apocalyptic words 1 I said above that much of the
prophecies remained to be fulfilled and I1 believe that these are
great events for the world 1I believe that there is evidence that our
lord is hastening these things this evidence is the fact that the
gospel must now be proclaimed to so many lands in such a
short time 112424
the first part of the work introduces the themes he wishes
to treat salvation ofthe world and the rebuilding of
ofzion
zion and
summarizes sixty five psalms that deal with these themes he
cites gods promises to the gentiles by quoting extensively
from isaiah jeremiah and zechariah and also from st isidore of
seville rabbi samuel of fez st augustine and nicholas of lyra
after quoting matthew 2414 and this gospel of the kingdom
shall be preached in all the world for a witness unto all nations
and then shall the end come columbus comments that the
gospel has been preached to three parts of the earth and must
now be preached to the fourth 2521
in part 2 columbus is concerned with prophecies that have
already taken place there he emphasizes the ancient greatness
and fall ofofjerusalem
jerusalem and the scriptures prophesying its restoration
and the rebuilding of the temple the third part deals with
prophecies of the present and near future namely the conversion
senecas
of all the nations here he records the prophecy from Se
necas
senecal
medea which the admiral takes to refer to his discoveries
112
212

the time will come

in a number of years when oceanus
will enfasten the bounds and a huge
cyphis the pilot
land will stretch out and typhis
will discover new worlds so
the remotest land will no longer be thule

16
26

Colum
columbuss
buss translation of these verses into spanish give them
sharper focus and meaning in relation to his recent voyages
august klings english version maintains this clarity in the latter
years of the world will come certain times in which the ocean sea
will relax the bonds of things and a great land will open up and
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a new mariner like the one who was the guide ofjason
ofjason whose
name was typhis
cyphis will discover a new world and then will the
2127
1117
27
island of
ofthule
thuie iceland no longer be the farthest land 2117
thule
prot
ecias which deals
lasprofecias
profecial
the final section ofthe libro de las

with prophecies of the future and the last days reveals
Colum
columbuss
buss eschatology here he begins to mention the predictions of the thirteenth century abbot joachim of fiore
concerning the second coming and the last days but at this
point ten pages of the manuscript are missing no clue is given
as to why when or how old testament citations follow with
particular interest in every mention of king solomon his fleets
the gold they brought from ophir and the island kingdom of
tarshish spoken of in 1 and 2 kings 1 and 2 chronicles and in
the apocryphal books of 53 kings david and
judith finally he
andjudith
cites twenty six scriptures that talk about the islands of the sea
and their part in the last days 28
prope
profe clas
cias is superbly
prof
like the diario the libro de las profecias
edited and well documented it presents the original version in
this case latin except for the prefatory letter to the sovereigns
which is in spanish on the left pages with the english translation
on the right the translation is primarily the work of the late
reverend august J kling formerly research fellow at the
center of theological inquiry at princeton university and
teacher at mcgill university and the universities of mexico
edinburgh paris and vienna delno C west also a research
fellow at the princeton center of theological inquiry and
professor of history at northern arizona university completed
the work added a valuable ninety nine page introduction summar
marizing
izing Colum
columbuss
buss intellectual and cultural background a
commentary on his piety and faith and a description of the
prot
history and meaning of the libro de las
lasprofecfas
prof ecias
ecial the introduction concludes with notes bibliography general index and
scripture index

the

transcription translation and publication of this
august kling is an occasion
andaugust
remarkable book by delno west and
worth celebrating those who pay attention to it will find a
great deal of food for thought and a columbus quite unlike the
arrogant gold seeking indian nemesis depicted in the popular
de lasprofecial
the libro dezasprofecfas
ecias has
press this year ofcourse
whythe
shythe
of course that is why
been ignored for so long it does not fit the stereotype of a man
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interested only in material gain or secular methods hopefully
the issuing of this book in english by a prominent university
wiil widen the spectrum of interest in understanding the
press will
wil
mind of the man who ushered in the modern world

NOTES
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